
PROGRAM GRADE SHAPES
ZOOM CLASS TEACHER-LED

Time (min) Cost Time (min) Cost

Simple Shapes
Heart, Starfish, Fish

K-3  90 $19 90+ $16

Animals
Bear & Wolf or Orca & Seal

3 and up  90* $20 90+ $17

Animals
Eagle

5 and up  90* $20 90+ $17

Animals
Turtle

6 and up  120* $21 120+ $18

Animals
Rhino or Elephant or Lion

8-12  120* $21 120+ $18

Egyptian
Pendant-Cartouche

6-12  90 $19 90+ $16

Jewellery
Pendant - heart, star, leaf, tooth

K-12  60 $18 60+ $15

SHIPPING

To Vancouver, BC. & the Lower Mainland Included in pricing

Rest of BC, Canada and the USA Up to an extra $1 per participant

DISCOUNTS

Book 3 or more classes 5% OFF

Share your files: purchase one set of files and share between classes 5% OFF

Reuse your files from previous year when booking a single class 5% OFF

Have multiple classes in one Zoom session 10% OFF

Pick up your supplies locally from us 5% OFF

Receive one FREE carving kit per teacher + one extra soapstone shape per class

School Program Pricing 2022 - 2023

https://studiostonecreative.com/school-programs/


Notes

All quoted prices are per participant.
Tax not included.
Please allow two weeks for delivery of your supplies.
Minimum requirement for a single class is 20 participants or we will charge the
equivalent. However when booking more than one class we can waive this minimum for
all participating classes.
If you have a mixed grade class, choose a program using your own discretion based on
your students’ skills and ability.
Please choose only ONE or TWO (when applicable) shapes of the Animal Program
according to your students’ grade level.
All supplies are packed in a bulk box. Individually packed - ready to distribute student kits
in brown paper bags available for additional $0.50 per participant.

*Animal programs through Zoom - have your class in one session (90 or 120 minutes) or
split it into two separate sessions (two 45 or 60 minutes). You can book your two
separate sessions on a single day or two different days. Your students can use the time
in between sessions to refine details on their sculptures.
Simple Shapes and Pendants trough Zoom - classes are taught in one session only!
Teacher-led with Resources - all workshop times are suggested. Use as much time as
you want and need.

Length of classes

BOOK YOUR CLASS HERE

https://studiostonecreative.com/school-programs/
https://studiostonecreative.com/school-programs/

